Cytokine neutralizing strategies in experimental sepsis.
Endotoxemia and bacteremia initiate a cytokine cascade, which may be beneficial to host defense, but in its exaggerated form may be responsible for shock and death. A large amount of experimental and clinical investigation has centered on neutralizing the cytokine cascade in order to prevent the severe pathophysiologic sequelae associated with infection and sepsis. Most of the work has been focused on systemic administration of antibodies for neutralization of specific cytokines, particularly tumor necrosis factor and interleukin-1. Both biologic and fiscal obstacles have prevented this strategy of using specific antibodies from becoming clinical practice. Of the many other strategies under investigation, four are particular exciting: 1) utilization of natural cytokine antagonists, 2) strategies for increasing cytokine clearance, 3) dietary modulation of cytokine production, and 4) gene therapy of sepsis.